LAST SPRING, THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC upended all of our lives changing the way we communicate and interact with each other. JVC was challenged to be agile in a time of great uncertainty. Our first priority was the safety and well-being of our JVs and staff. Staff and leadership thoughtfully evaluated risks and worked tirelessly with our partners to bring our international volunteers home. We pivoted to a virtual environment for orientation and formation retreats, our placement agencies accommodated COVID-19 in their work/service arrangements, we downsized our office footprint and successfully applied for the relief funding provided by the CARE act to retain staff. The year was spent testing our agility and creativity.

Through all of this, young people continued to apply to be of service! JVC had a waiting list of volunteers for the first time in close to a decade and 200+ volunteers committed to demonstrate their faith in action.

With the restructuring of our team over the past few years, our hiring process prioritized skills and experience over physical location. This has built a strong team while increasing the capacity for remote work across time zones. Our programming shifted to a hybrid-model creating virtual spaces and new ways of JVs relating to each other. We welcomed a new slate of members to the JVC Board of Directors via Zoom and their guidance helped us navigate some challenging situations. JVC staff and Board confronted the question of “how we run JVC in this COVID-19 environment?”

Our Recruiting team attended virtual career fairs and conducted zoom campus visits to create a personalized approach to accompanying prospective JVs. We built better systems to track juniors and incoming seniors, enabling us to circle back to remind them to keep JVC as an option for their post-graduate choices. Former Jesuit Volunteers from our International Program recorded videos to send well wishes and provide comfort to the JVs who returned early from their in-country placements and staff ran a series of guided reflections and space for processing their experience. Our Communications team created and hosted a series of virtual Masses and JVC Community Conversations welcoming hundreds of participants.

In the midst of this, we acknowledged the need to look internally at resources required to strengthen our commitment to becoming an anti-racist organization. We began laying the groundwork to embed this effort in our policies, practices and programs.

Our donors showed up in profound and moving ways. We saw an increased interest in planned gifts and bequests to JVC. Board participation reached 100% with increases in their annual gifts. The positive response to our Power of the Pledge campaign will build resiliency in our formation program for years to come. Your generosity in paving the way for the future generations of volunteers is a powerful testimony to the commitment of our JVC Community.

Thank you to all our JVC friends, donors, JVs, Former JVs, staff and Board who helped make 2019-20 a year to be remembered!
JVC LAUNCHED A THREE-YEAR PLEDGE CAMPAIGN IN THE SPRING OF 2020, and we are so grateful to those who answered the call.

Thank you to our donors. Your commitment to Power of the Pledge represents more than just a financial resource. It represents shared values, shared vision and shared accomplishments. Because of you, even during these unsettling times, JVC continues to ‘do what we are doing.’

• Offering young people the opportunity to accompany those most marginalized in our society and in that journey, discover the resiliency of their souls and spirit.
• Allowing them to intentionally explore their faith.
• Opening their minds to the potential for creative solutions.
• Encouraging them to aspire to living their lives to the very edges of their possibilities.

Your pledge demonstrates a strong commitment to JVC, and your promise makes us stronger.

When asked for a quote, one of our lead donors, BJ Cassin, wrote back, “Obsecro auxilium JVC!”

If you would like to join Power of the Pledge to secure funding for the JVC Formation Program, please contact Karen Griffin:

development@jesuitvolunteers.org
(410) 244-1733 x.3121
FINANCIALS

Sources of Revenue / Income

$4,368,596

- Grants: $255,200 (6%)
- Individuals: $1,014,795 (23%)
- Earned Revenue: $2,975,876 (68%)
- Investment Income: $104,470 (2%)
- Other Revenue: $18,255 (0.4%)

Uses of Revenue / Expenses

$4,487,337

- Programs: $3,141,440 (70%)
- Fundraising: $229,173 (5%)
- Management: $1,116,724 (25%)
Jesuit Volunteer Corps applied for and was a recipient of one of the early CARES Act awards. (Coronavirus Aid, Relief and Economic Security)

"MY JVC YEAR AT FRIENDSHIP PARK LOAVES & FISHES from 2003 to 2004 is one of the greatest years of my life, from a growth, spirituality, world understanding and connection standpoint. Eighteen years later, I remain close with my housemates, despite us living spread out all over the country. We text, email and Zoom often. And when we can, we meet for in-person visits.

My JVC experience, in a big way, shaped the adult I became. It certainly impacted the way I forever look at people experiencing homelessness, addiction and mental health crises. And it greatly influenced my appreciation for the power of community. I hope that all JVs experience and recognize the impact of their own journey. When I reflected back on what an incredible and lasting impact JVC has had on my life, I realized I wanted to help support that experience for the next generation of JVs."

Lisa Dahlby Freeburg (Sacramento 2003-04)

**GENEROSITY IN THE TIME OF COVID: WHY I GIVE TO JVC**

- **Salary Freeze**
  - 69% suspended at least a portion of programs
  - 44% have or expect to lay off staff

- **Program Delivery**
  - 79% have expanded programs and services to be delivered online

- **Canceled Events**
  - 82% canceled fundraising events

- **Tap into Endowments**
  - nonprofits with operating reserves were less likely to reduce programming or staffing

Source:
The Fund Raising School at the Indiana University Lilly Family School of Philanthropy. *Kim and Mason, 2020; Maher, Hoang and Hindery, 2020*
WHERE WE SERVE

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
CASA CARLO CARRETTO
Elizabeth DeGidio, Catholic Charities of Central Texas
Christopher Dunn, Workers Defense Project
Sabrina Malagon, Catholic Charities of Central Texas
Nora Ryan, Saint Louise House
Myriam Shehata, Casa Marianella

ANDAHUAYLILLAS, PERU
CASA ANTONIO RUIZ DE MONTOYA
Lulu Alvarez, Fe y Alegría – San Ignacio de Loyola
Brittany Cheung, Parroquia de San Pedro Apóstol de Andahuaylillas
Anne McHugh, Parroquia de San Pedro Apóstol de Andahuaylillas
Luis Melgar, Fe y Alegría – San Ignacio de Loyola
Sarafina San Miguel, Fe y Alegría – San Ignacio de Loyola
Phyllis Tonna, Parroquia de San Pedro Apóstol de Andahuaylillas

ATLANTA, GEORGIA
SOJOURNER TRUTH HOUSE
Eleanor Bjurman, Southern Center for Human Rights
Grace Palmer, Midtown Assistance Center
Abigail Vogt, Catholic Charities Atlanta

AUSTIN, TEXAS
CASA PIER GIORGIO FRASSATTI
Elizabeth DeGidio, Catholic Charities of Central Texas
Christopher Dunn, Workers Defense Project
Sabrina Malagon, Catholic Charities of Central Texas
Nora Ryan, Saint Louise House
Myriam Shehata, Casa Marianella

Baltimore, Maryland
CLARE FURAY HOUSE
Christina Gibson, St. Vincent de Paul of Baltimore – Beans and Bread Outreach Center
Brian Martindale, St. Vincent de Paul Roman Catholic Congregation, Inc.
Anna Reganis, Advancing Real Change, Inc.
Rebecca Sigman, Public Justice Center
Matthew Strott, Cristo Rey Jesuit High School
Caitlin Torrico, Loyola Early Learning Center

Belize City, Belize
BEATRICE CAYETANO HOUSE
Erinn Halasinski, Inspiration Center
Susie Han, St. John’s College
Tate Mulligan, Welcome Resource Centre
Cassidy Peikely, St Martin de Porres Primary School RC
Virginia Scherer, Hand in Hand Ministries
Jack Pitsor, Wagner Youth Facility

Berkley, California
CASA THEA BOWMAN
Caleb Blagys, Civicorps
Marena Casey, Native American Health Center
Sarah Hardin, Native American Health Center, Inc.
David Jaeger, Civicorps
Isabelle Lambrecht, St. Mary’s Center
Kelsey McGee, Family Violence Law Center
Kaela McKenzie, St. Mary’s Center

Boston, Massachusetts
HENRI NOUWEN HOUSE
Lauren Carey, Wilson-Kindelan School
Adrianna Corriiveau, Casserly House
Ava Mickola, Playworks
Fiona Morrison, St. Stephen’s Youth Programs
Derek Paradis, Home Base

Camden, New Jersey
LILLIAN SANTIAGO HOUSE
Kaitlyn Devoydt, Margaret Donnelly O’Connor Education Center
Scott Henderson, Margaret Donnelly O’Connor Education Center
Alexandria Kizy, Guadalupe Family Services
Lia Paolucci, Cristo Rey Philadelphia High School
Melinda Renuart, Hopeworks Camden

Chicago, Illinois
CARDINAL BERNADIN HOUSE
Peter Fantozzi, Interfaith Housing Development Corporation
Ariana Giblin, New Moms
Stephanie Held, New Moms
Callie Powers, Girls in the Game
Nicolas Thompson-Lleras, Taller de Jose

SINCE JVC, I HAVE FURTHER COMMITTED MYSELF TO THE VALUE OF COMMUNITY BY MOVING INTO A CATHOLIC WORKER HOUSE, ANOTHER INTENTIONAL COMMUNITY. I HAVE LEARNED A LOT ABOUT HOSPITALITY AND INCLUSIVITY ALONGSIDE MY EIGHT COMMUNITY MATES WHO COME FROM ALL DIFFERENT BackgroundS AND SPAN MULTIPLE GENERATIONS.

I HAVE ALSO BEEN VOLUNTEERING WEEKLY WITH A MUTUAL AID NETWORK IN MY OLD JVC NEIGHBORHOOD. IT’S BEEN A GREAT WAY TO SHOW MY GRATITUDE FOR THE FOLKS WHO WELCOMED ME INTO THEIR COMMUNITY LAST YEAR, AND NOT TO MENTION, A WAY TO RECONNECT WITH FRIENDS FROM MY JVC YEAR THAT I HAVEN’T SEEN BECAUSE OF COVID.

Stephanie Held (Chicago 2019-20)
CHUUK, MICRONESIA
MAU PIALUG HOUSE
Bryant King, Xavier High School of Micronesia
Hannah Klein, Akoyikoyi School
Linh Nguyen, Xavier High School of Micronesia
James O’Connor, Xavier High School of Micronesia
Kristan Saint Preux, Akoyikoyi School
Krista Stribling, Xavier High School of Micronesia

CLEVELAND, OHIO
MERRIMAN HOUSE
Ashley Alunan, Linking Employment, Abilities and Potential (LEAP)
John Barnes, West Side Catholic Center
Alyssa Cole, Domestic Violence & Child Advocacy Center
Erin Gill, United Cerebral Palsy
Abigail Hair, Youth Challenge
Joseph Jordan, Saint Martin de Porres High School
Olivia Kuo, Neighborhood Family Practice
Grace Riekkoff, Arrupe Neighborhood Partnership at Saint Ignatius High School

DAR ES SALAAM, TANZANIA
WANGARI MAATHI HOUSE
Rebekah DuDevoir, Gonzaga Preparatory and Primary School
Claire Foster-Dow, Loyola High School
Finola Hughes, Gonzaga Preparatory and Primary School
Samuel Tarin, Loyola High School
Beverly Ziegler, Loyola High School
Sarah Sleevi, Gonzaga Preparatory and Primary School

DETROIT, MICHIGAN
ROSA PARKS HOUSE
William Beatrez, Detroit Cristo Rey High School
Patrick Boyle, Urban Neighborhood Initiatives
John Fitzgerald, Pope Francis Center
Eva Lucchino, Gesu Catholic School
William Myers, University of Detroit Mercy
DonnaMaria Reed, United Community Housing Coalition

DODOMA, TANZANIA
NYERERE HOUSE
Mallory Cranwell, St. Peter Claver High School (#27)
Stephen Dages, St. Peter Claver High School
Kaitlyn DeVeydt, St. Peter Claver High School
Cailin Touseull, St. Peter Claver High School
Aimee Dion, St. Peter Claver High School

HOUSTON, TEXAS
CASA RUTILIO GRANDE
Simon Gagliardi, Open Door Mission
Alexander Garcia, Catholic Charities of the Archdiocese of Galveston-Houston
Claire Holmes, United Against Human Trafficking
Erika Ruhnke, Cristo Rey Jesuit College Preparatory School of Houston
Isaac Wink, YMCA of Greater Houston dba YMCA International Services

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI
LAZARUS HOUSE
Katherine Blevins, Donnelly College
Jennifer Dever, Journey to New Life
Ryan Powers, KC CARE
Isabella Shahmirza, Migrant Farmworkers Assistance Fund
Kathryn Sorenson, Legal Aid of Western Missouri

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
CASA DOROTHY KAZEL
Francesca Dahut, The Center at Blessed Sacrament
Molly Fruland, Verbum Dei Jesuit High School
Sarah O’Donnell, My Friend’s Place
Mercedes Salazar, Central American Resource Center
Connor Trapp, Back on My Feet, Greater Los Angeles Chapter

MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN
BROTHER BOOKER ASHE HOUSE
Courtney Child, Bread of Healing Clinic
Jillian Hayes, Notre Dame School of Milwaukee
Richard Matthews, Notre Dame School of Milwaukee
Graham Vogt, Catholic Charities of the Archdiocese of Milwaukee
Emily Zona, Aurora Walkers Point Community Clinic

NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE
BISHOP JOSEPH DURICK HOUSE
Matthew Brooks, Martha O’Bryan Center
Brogan Feeley, Project Return
Lauren Healy, Catholic Charities of Tennessee
Nora Hendricks, Tennessee Justice Center

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI
LAZARUS HOUSE
Katherine Blevins, Donnelly College
Jennifer Dever, Journey to New Life
Ryan Powers, KC CARE
Isabella Shahmirza, Migrant Farmworkers Assistance Fund
Kathryn Sorenson, Legal Aid of Western Missouri
NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA
HENRIETTE DELILLE HOUSE
Connor Crinion, Orleans Public Defenders
Christian Frederickson, The Harry Tompson Center
Amy Gately, Cafe Reconcile
Joanna Haug, UNITY of Greater New Orleans
Kelley McCaffery, YMCA Educational Services (YES!)
Michael Winters, The Promise of Justice Initiative

NEW YORK CITY
ELLA BAKER HOUSE
Maria Garcia, Catholic Migration Services, Inc.
Emily Hespeler, BronxWorks
Emi Montenegro, Catholic Migration Services, Inc.
Jessie Moriarty, Part of the Solution (POTS)
Aengus Nelson, South Bronx United
Jonathan Picos, Advocates for Children of New York
Chie Wach, Tanenbaum Center for Interreligious Understanding
Theresa Werick, Make the Road New York

NEWARK, NEW JERSEY
OSCAR ROMERO HOUSE
Kyle Bowman, NJ LEEP
Thomas Flynn, Link Education Partners
Zachary Herford, NJ LEEP
Sophia Palumbo, Greater Newark Conservancy
Caroline Stagliano, Link Community Charter School

PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
THOMAS MERTON HOUSE
Dorothy Brown, Nationalities Service Center
Elizabeth Erkkinen, Women Against Abuse
Hemeira Kepner, Nationalities Service Center
Bridget MacDonald, Providence Center
Annelieses Sanders, HIAS Pennsylvania
Zoe Silsby, Women Against Abuse

PHOENIX, ARIZONA
CASA BARTOLOMÉ DE LAS CASAS
Amanda Fischer, St. Matthew Catholic School
Jose Ramon Gabriel Marcelo, Catholic Charities
Community Services
Thomas McDevitt, St. Joseph the Worker
Anne Silk, St. Matthew Catholic School
James Stormzand, Catholic Charities Refugee Programs

POHNPÆI, MICRONESIA
PAULILNO CANTERO HOUSE
Emily Curran, Pohnpei Catholic School
Martha Espinoza, Pohnpei Catholic School
Kilohana Haisukua, Our Lady of Mercy Catholic High School
Bekah O’Donnell, Our Lady of Mercy Catholic High School

PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
JULIAN CHO HOUSE
Erin Breen, St. Peter Claver Parish
Monica Parr, St. Peter Claver Parish

SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA
CASA IGNATIUS OF LOYOLA
Meghan Ashley, Mustard Seed School
Caroline Body, Waking the Village
Morgan Crawford, TLC, Inc.
Francesca Gill, Sacramento Cottage Housing, Inc.
Laura Lynch, St. HOPE Public Schools
Joseph Wendt, St. HOPE Public Schools

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS
CASA GUADALUPE
Shannon Conroy, Catholic Charities, Archdiocese of San Antonio, Inc.
Elizabeth FitzGerald, Catholic Charities, Archdiocese of San Antonio, Inc.
Nicolas Medina, Texas RioGrande Legal Aid
Elizabeth Pritchard, Respite Care of San Antonio
Bridget Shepherd, Respite Care of San Antonio, Inc.

SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA
CASA CELINA RAMOS
Nicole Antonacci, Outside the Lens
Jose Gonzalez, Nativity Prep Academy
Kelly Heilman, South Bay Community Services
Corinne Saul, South Bay Community Services
Matthew Scott, Father Joe’s Villages

“Since JVC, I have been sharing my love of learning and passion for community and social justice with my students through inclusive academics.”
Amanda Fischer (Phoenix 2019-20)
As we begin the day, we gradually acknowledge all the chaos that the day could bring, but in our own way, this is our benediction.

A daily commitment that we will begin the journey of the day together. An act of praise to be alive and healthy. A request to the divine that we will have the strength to make it through all the challenges we might face, and a prayer that we will all be back for dinner.

TATE MULLIGAN (BELIZE 2019-20)
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA
CASA MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.

Harrison Clifford, Eviction Defense Collaborative
Galen Comerford, Homeless Prenatal Program
Josephine Fay, Native American Health Center
Jonathan Gladding, Homeless Advocacy Project of the Justice and Diversity Center
Devrey Martin, Friendship House Association of American Indians, Inc., of San Francisco
Eliza Oak, St. Anthony Foundation
Elizabeth Rudigier, Raphael House

SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA
CASA PEDRO ARRupe, S.J.

Owen Brier, Law Foundation of Silicon Valley
Porter Crapps, Recovery Cafe San Jose
Kathleen Gallagher, Law Foundation of Silicon Valley
Jenna Morgan, Cristo Rey San José Jesuit High School
Carmel Stralen, Sacred Heart Nativity School
Andrew Touhey, Cristo Rey San José Jesuit High School
Allison Volcheck, Recovery Cafe San Jose

SAN JUAN, CHILE
CASA RAÚL SILVA HENRÍQUEZ

Franchie Cappellini, Servicio Jesuita a Migrantes
Ana Sofia García, Colegio San Alberto
Leanna Nichols, Servicio Jesuita a Migrantes
Tommy Schubert, Hogar de Cristo
Margo Scott, Fe y Alegría – Colegio Lecaras
Hope Vaughn, Colegio San Alberto

SCRANTON, PENNSYLVANIA
GUADALUPE HOUSE

Jamie Bange, St. Joseph’s Center
Ashlynn Doyle, Women’s Resource Center, Inc.
Katherine Reilly, United Neighborhood Centers
Robert Starkenburg, Friends of the Poor
Benjamin Stegbauer, St. Joseph’s Center

SYRACUSE, NEW YORK
BERRIGAN HOUSE

Joel Hotovy, Center for Community Alternatives
Erik Ridley, Catholic Charities of Onondaga County
Guadalupe Sanchez, L’Arche Syracuse
Shelby Smyth, Catholic Charities of Onondaga County
Jumel Villacarlos, AIDS Community Resources, Inc. dba ACR Health

TACNA, PERU
CASA FRED GREEN

Faith Kersey-Bronec, Centro Cristo Rey del Niño y Adolescente
Camila Biaggi, Colegio Miguel Pro
Catherine Bruno, Fe y Alegría
Kristen Somerville, Colegio Miguel Pro
Maggie Thompson, Colegio Cristo Rey
Wesley Vanderburgh, Centro Cristo Rey del Niño y Adolescente

TUCSON, ARIZONA
CASA IGNACIO ELLACURIA

Beatrice Connaghan, The Community Food Bank of Southern Arizona
Belen Fresno Caturia, Community Food Bank of Southern Arizona
Jazmine Luebbert, Catholic Community Services of Southern Arizona dba Casa Alitas

TWIN CITIES, MINNESOTA
JACK MORRIS HOUSE

Maria Heiman, Small Sums
Leah Killian, Open Access Connections
Kevin Miller, Cristo Rey Jesuit High School
Joseph Wolfram, Cristo Rey Jesuit High School

WASHINGTON DC
RAMOS HOUSE

Zachary Chambers, L’Arche Greater Washington DC
Lane Eisenmann, Miriam’s Kitchen
Madison Hokans-Csurilla, Asylum Seeker Assistance Project
Brianna Ledsome, Georgetown University
Joseph Smith, The Father McKenna Center
TEAMS AND PRESENTERS

LOCAL FORMATION TEAMS
Brendan Gottshall, SJ  
Eric Averion  
Connor May†  
Julia Tully†  
Joni Vasquez†  
Sr. Jessica Kerber†  
Colin Murphy†  
Jason McCreery, SJ  
Melissa Mazur†  
Tom Sheeran†  
Fr. Tom Elitz, SJ†  
Alice Zicari†  
Kyle Grant  
Fr. Bill Dolan  
Patrick O’Connor†  
William Thompson  
Emilee Flynn†  
Bernadette Naro†  
Fr. Todd Kenny†  
Karen Landolt†  
Lee Ann Denley†  
Rachel Lyons†  
Courtney (Nichols) Malawy†  
Jon Sheffield†  
Paula Kampf†  
Sharon Vlahovich  
Lansing-Reilly Jesuits  
Michelle Bodkin†  
Liana Merrill†  
Caroline Campbell†  
Fr. David Shields, SJ  
Fr. Bruce Morrill†  
Julie Connelly†  
Lily Hannigan†  
Catherine Riviello-Killeen†  
Catherine Joseph†  
John Joseph†  
Patrick Trujillo  
John Guyol†  
Brendan Busse, SJ†  
Jay Perreault†  
Brendan Busse, SJ†  
Lindsey Van Oyen†  
Sara Fugina†  
Lauren Scholle†  
Russell Little†  
Jamie Richardson†  
Marynoelyn Jacob†  
Glenn Oviatt†  
Jerry Ledesma  
Julie Kudrna†  
Ellen Fisher†

RETREAT PRESENTERS AND SPIRITUAL DIRECTORS
Maria Alderete†  
Jack Lahey†  
Juliette Lahey†  
John Staudenmaier  
Patrick Davis†  
Rachel Mahlik†  
Marvin Grillot†  
Susie Roling†  
Miranda McOske†  
Jennie Jean-Jaques†  
Jack Reid†  
Nicholas Collura†  
Jessica Kerber†  
Dan Carrou, SJ†  
Dan Corrou†  
Tia Noelle Pratt†  
JC Acevedo†  
Heidi Kallen†  
Meg Griffiths†  
Jaclyn Newns  
Jessica Kerber†  
Nicholas Collura†  
Jimmy Menkhaus  
Kate Haser†  
Tia Gutierrez†  
Ghisel Cibrian†  
Liz Somer†  
Beth Ford McNamee†  
Megan Sheehan†  
Emily Fenelon†  
Kristen Schenk†  
Bill Rickie, SJ  
Madeline Bialecki  
Rich Heidl  
Heedi Kallen†  
Marcos Gonzalez†  
Brendan Busse, SJ†  
Fred Kammer, SJ  
Angela Smith  
Mary Baudouin  
Trevor Bonat†  
Jason McCreery, SJ  
Sr. Michele Cimaroli†  
Fr. Joe O’Keefe, SJ  
Heidi Kallen†  
Bridget Deegan-Krause†  
Fumi Tosui†  
Si Hendry, SJ  
Alec Hartman†  
Kate Haser†  
Mike Tedone, SJ†

† Former Jesuit Volunteer
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DONORS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>FY 2019/20</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>$50,000 OR MORE</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Butler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John and Mary Ann Hurley Jesuit Conference of Canada and the United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>$25,000 – $49,999</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estate of Margaret Perez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connelly Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrie Estelle Doheny Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estate of Mary Kate Hopkins USA Midwest Province of the Society of Jesus, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Almar Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California Community Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John and Katie Carron†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenrose Kitchen Table Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>$10,000 – $24,999</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joan Hogan Gillman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goldman, Sachs &amp; Co. Matching Gift Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Giere and Kim Koivisto†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Central and Southern Province of the Society of Jesus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strake Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John and Barbara Tierney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Sean Cassin Trust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brendan and Isabel Cassin Estate of James F. Murphy Mary J. Donnelly Foundation The Magis Charitable Foundation Maryland Province of the Society of Jesus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Society of Jesus, Micronesia Helen Brach Foundation Mary Berner and Sally Whaling Margaret Lane and Jack Colford†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>$5,000 – $9,999</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>America House Jesuit Community America’s Best Local Charities Dave and Karen Hinchfen† Boston College Campus Ministry Resiliencia Trust Richard and Nancee Berger KLM Foundation Nancy and John Johansen† David and Cheryl Fambrini Jennifer and Juan Molina† Ronnie and Gwen Briggs Foundation Loyola University Maryland Jesuit Community Brendon and Elizabeth Shea Walsh† Kathryn Howe and John Lilly† Robert Berner David Jennings and Jennifer Krebs† Jean Withrow and James Haggerty† Mary Staudenmaier John and Amy Homa† <strong>$1,000 – $4,999</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tom and Susan Krebs† Joseph and Amanda Langan† John McLean Joe Plunkett and Dorothea Zuerker† Lynsi Rahorst and Janete Oliveira† MaryAnn Jonaitis Ann Greiner and Stephen Sleight† Juliann and Patrick Heiler† Duffy Family Foundation William and Louise Jones Amy and Steve Culbert† Mary Schoen and Carlos Perez† Christopher J. Cachat Network For Good Martin Rodgers The Walt Disney Company Foundation Colleen and Robert Magnus† Lisa Grattan† Robert and Lilia Gutowski† The Nock and Son Company Jennifer Hurley and Nick Kujawa† Bree and John Petrilia† Tom and Kathi Boyce The Lawrence Institute Daniel Bunker Lannan Foundation Jackson and Stephanie Harty Mary Catherine Bunting Grantham, Mayo, Van Otterloo &amp; Co. LLC Kathel Dunn† Michael and Mary McGowan Mary Beth and Jean-Pierre Mittaz† George and JoAnn Brueggeman Diocese of San Jose John Carroll Jesuit Residence Andrew and Jane Farelleta† College of the Holy Cross – Jesuit Community Michael Talbot John Somerville Bernadette Diaz and Mark Trinka† Walton Enterprises Bryant King† Joseph and Charlotte Walker John and Leah Sealey† Bill Daley and Karen Shea-Daley† Edward and Lois Carnes Abraham Grindle and Arani Kajenthira† Amanda and Matthew A xen † Michael Rae and Tamar Henkin† Walter and Elizabeth Murphy† Intel Corporation Gerard Powdertt Mary Ann and Kyle Cranwell Laura Anne Kelley Charitable Fund St. Kenneth Roman Catholic Church Dennis Thelen Sarafina San Miguel† Tom and Carolyn Chabolla Mary Margaret Gleason† Leonard and Diane Cali Teresa Walsh Lyon Carolyn Lyon Karen Lupa David Jerome Julie Anne Wagner Thomas Bradshaw Conley Charitable Trust Novare LLC Jesuit Community at St. Ignatius High School Legal Services Alabama, Inc. Gerald and Laurie Janiak David Sullivan Raymond Klein Brian Vogel Hershey Trust Company Martin and Susana Fantozzi† Stanley and Megan Pierson James and Kathy Woll Jerome S. &amp; Grace H. Murray Foundation Edward Kopping John and Brenda Philips Robert Smith Robert and Nancy Redding Mary-Margaret Lewis and Brian Friel† John Lee† Tim and Amy Caffrey† E. Andrew and Julie Gristead Joseph Stewart Thomas and Betty Casey James Brogioli and Michael Fenton† Madelyn and Andy von Eschenbach W. Hugh Davis and Pat Davis Lee Hubbell and Paul Nicholson† Tom and Susie Wenstrup† Frederick Bauerschmidt and Maureen Sweeney† Stephen and Rachael Grimm† Ann Arbor Jesuit Community James and Lynne Brown† Scranton Jesuit Community Diocese of Austin Mary Gillespie and Patrick Brown† Kevin and Adair Kearyn† Richard and Sharon Abrams Christina and Jim Deasy† Karen and Richard Hardart† Elizabeth Maziarka and Jose Guerra† Christopher and Alyse Lustig† Ronald and Mary Lou Lalonde Christopher Koller and Colette Cook† Kathleen Curran† Joseph Crovby Steve Callahan and Christine Madigan† Brooklyn Benevolent Society Charles and Jo Tinsley Anne Marie Collins† Douglas Jones and Rosemary Utz John and Joan Vatterott Robert and Nancy Duffy Thomas and Lois Smith $500 – $999</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Deborah and Raoul LeBlanc† Paul and Jill Kirwin† Todd and Lorena Breach† Sheila and Denis Ring† Jessica and Kris Mager† Matthew Day and Cate Stabile† Karen Griffin John Barnes† Colin Murphy† St. Aloysius Gonzaga Jesuit Community Leo Brown Jesuit Community James and Cecelia Donahue Nancy Moriarty ConocoPhillips Matthew McGarry and Michaelia Egger† Lynn M Bryska and Philip Mizzi† The Abell Foundation Thomson Reuters St. Joseph Congregation Tiffany Martin Kathleen and Bradley Heiman Gary Giblin David and Christine Sahn Mark and Tami Teaford† Mike Brady† Joyce and David Ray† Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation Norma and Frank Monahan Ronan Frandsen† Rachel and David Carda Andrews† Joan Burns* The Benevity Community Impact Fund Markoe House Jesuit Community University of San Diego Alison and Evan Dean† Paulist Center Boston Kathy Schrage Kelly Jerome Maureen H Ryan Bruce Alston Ana Canales Kith Fieztinger Bernadette and Bill Pinamont Anthony Martinez Amy Feagles Jessica Reimelt Manuel San Miguel Michael and Gayle Nielsen Nicole and Andrew DeGuire†
Mary Sullivan
Margie Clark and Steve Finn
Christie and Sarah Thomas
Patricia and Bradley Hentschel
Daniel Quigley
Thomas Burke
Erin Patton
Michael and Lindsey Mahanna
Mariellen Whelan
Beth and John Fantozzi
Katrine and Matthew Barrett
Henry and Ann Sterbenz
Thomas and Celine Flinn
John Schlenz
Barbara and Tim Lynch
Rosalie MacInnes
Bruce Lauber and Andrea Lachance
James Haser
Kathleen Haser
John Graykowski and Mary Kelley
Bridget Gainer and Dennis Kibby
Joseph and Kathleen Burke
Rosemary and George Pfreundschuh
Jennifer Lane
Robert and Kathleen Rosowski
David Haracz and Mary Dolan-Haracz
Lawrence and Nancy Bossidy
Stacie and James Aman
Richard and Jennifer Hogan
William Merman
Terence and Amy Halloran
John and Sharon Cannon
Daniel Johnson

$250 – 499
Abby Dawes
Tom and Judy Powers
Jennifer Jones
Leslie and Jim Fine
Sally Malave
Steven and Heidi Schaefer
Michael Schaefer
Rich and Kimberly Oliver
Jesus Retreat House – Lake Elmo
Mary and Joseph Warren
Paul Kuo
Paul and Patricia Lucca
Nancy Shea-Starkenburg
Andrew Orr
William and Clare Bohnett
Kristen Keating Weeks and Brian Weeks

Katherine Ketchum
John and Ann Glennon
Kevin and Jane Belford
Lisa Reiter
John McGoldrick
Tristan Huie
Merck Foundation
Laura Thomas and John Warren
Thomas Scott
Ed Powers
Chris and Susan Howe
Donald and Rita Blanford
Lesty D’Ambola
Janelle M. Perego and Richard Laukam
George Steinrock
Linne Zala
Tony Lee
Henry Burton
Kirsten Berger
Jason DeLuna
Michael and Linda Ryan
Michael and Susan Curtin
Eric Stanton
Judy and Michael Michaiek
Colleen Fogarty and Jeffrey Sciotino
William and Eileen Henrikus
Mrs. Thomas Knight Jr.
Rosemary Schmid
Father Joseph M. Hennessey
Colleen and Michael Kennedy
James Bronce and Celeste Kersey
James Sealey
Ellen Eisele
Thomas and Francine Hayden
Joseph McCormack
Pere Marquette Jesuit Community
JoAnn Goetz
Judith Morrow and Richard Reilly
Leslie Benton-Norris and Mike Norris
Andrea Bailey
Shevin de la Roza
James and Debra Gilbert
Jaime Danehey and William Hansen
Courtney Dillon
Christopher Mutnansky
Morrison Family
Kevin Silk
Samantha Lin
Margaret and Richard Heins
Anne Izzillo
Sisters of Charity of Leavenworth
College of the Holy Cross
Heidi Johnston
Dr. Angela Lawton
Elizabeth Moran
Julie Power
Emily Mueller
Anthony and Cecilia Powers
Newell Augur, III
Jean Walsh
On The Rocks LLC
Ann Marie Staudenmaier and Tom Perez
Thomas Ambro
Maria Mutnansky
Mary Zappas
Ann Willaman
Annette Tolomeo
YouCause Corporate Employee Giving Programs
James Lund
Scott and Elizabeth Lenz
Thomas and Anne Mitchell
Bridget Dooley
Jo Ann and Jerry Wiesner
John and Catherine Corrigan
Marc Anderson
Simon and Anna Babin
Ted Schoettinger and Shelley Stanforth
John Paxton
Caitlin McGee
Gerald and Barbara Loughlin
Mark and Trace Larson
Thomas and Jane Kensok
Frank and Barbara Fee
Daniel and Sarah Casey
Christopher and Carol Brescia
Bank of America
Charitable Foundation
Tanya and Martin Laskowski
Mary Beth Maxwell
Brian and Catherine Winemar
Joseph and Marc Culh
Tara and Richard Caspar
J. Brendan and Christine Comito
Mary Watzin
Philip and Melanie Verveer
Desmond and Kelly Ryan
Michael and Kathy Nagy
Bernard and Antonia Bouillette
John and Margot Dunn
John and Mary Splude
Robert DuBrul and Judith Hoy

Mary and James Houlihan
Bryan Boyle
James Phelan and Elizabeth Menagham
Fred and Renee Srulevitz
David and Karen Green
Robert and Catherine O’Sullivan
Brian and Stacey Lee
Steve Bowman
Kathleen Hanel
James and Carey Garrity
Jerry and Jean Retkwa
Father Andrew Wakefield
Danyce Letkiewicz
Kevin English
Laura and Jason Yamamoto
James and Beth Vernill
Joe Vallely and Kitty Ryan
Therese Staudenmaier and Daniel McCarthy
Sarah Smith and Richard Fleming
Joseph Schoder and Susan Rundolf
Elizabeth Ryan-Catalano and Jeffrey Catalano
Elizabeth and Richard Allen
James Postel and Therese Onderisin
Gerald and Anne Munley
Monica Marquez and Sheila Barthe
Stephen Katsouras
Mark Humowiecki and Kara Finck
Richard Doherty and Kristine Anderson
Caroline Chambre Hammock and Robert Hammock
Elaine and Martin Cull
Tara and Richard Caspar
J. Brendan and Christine Comito
Mary Watzin
Philip and Melanie Verveer
Desmond and Kelly Ryan
Michael and Kathy Nagy
Bernard and Antonia Bouillette
John and Margot Dunn
John and Mary Splude
Robert DuBrul and Judith Hoy
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<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Kylie Ruscheinski
Teresa Dilan
Johnny Antoun
Christine Church
Grace Getchell
Sarah Lajeunesse
Olivia Martinez
Vicky Lingerfelt
Ellie Roberts
Riley Whelan
Alex Moran
Catherine Larrabee†
Molly Rafferty
Michael Holman†
Aubrey Horton
Christopher Louzon
Brandon Johnston
William Pellegrino
Joseph Nuchereno
Isaiah Alicea
Sydney Lee
Katy Rasp
Michelle Ross
Lauren Maguire
Cami Bolling
Mary Pat Ross
Tracy Werick†
Colleen MacDonald†
Joel Hanson†
Molly Fuchs†
Brian O’Neal†
Paul Gillam
Margaret Boyce
Veronica Lugtu
KPMG Community Giving
Campaign
Teri and Xavier Kriege
Emilee Lance
Yeudith Valdivinos
Carolyn Ghirardini
Sydney Rutkowski
Michael Yango
Brynn McCall
Cathryn Zachary
Michael Stone
Emma Liskov
Martin Dorsey
Jennifer Kraft
Robin Wilson
Lizzy Casavant
Kim Raetano
Tiffany Daniggelis
Thalie Timst
Carrie Behm
Claire Wilson
Madison Mcnicholas
Jackie Gammon
Michael Alario
Jeanine Cosentino
Jinie Sarkar
Ryan Dworski
Katie Vaeth
Sia Turner
David Kronenberg
Hannah Chauvin
Mary Kate Steinmetz
Sydney Mencer
Allie Campos
Sarah Johnson
Sam Zandanel
Elizabeth Steinmetz
Michelle Nguyen
Evan McKenna
Jamie Kolbrenner
Christopher Alves
Allie Silge
Roxanne Buckholz
Thomas Macklin
Max Bonnes
Jack McCarvey
Michael Habowski
Sam Spencer
Michael Adegoke
Yara Contijoch
Myria Zambas
Ashley Mullan
McKenna Patterson
Zack Gates
Olivia Pellarin
Justin Claravall
Drew Ramona
Dion Thompson-Davoli
Natalie Boyce
Rachel Scott†
Will Guarini
Julia Murphy
Kira Knight
Georgia Molnor
Devin Maguire
Claire McCarthy
Sabrina Boutselas
Maggie Gates
Maggie James†
Sean Munley
James Antonio†
Meghan Brookes†
Ryan and Valerie Macy-Hurley†
Stephen and Ann Dypiangco†
Stacey and Ted Richard†
Kelly and Chip McCollum†
Jonah Saenz
Lucia Guzikowski
Mary Kathrynn Cook†
Social Solutions
Michael Efughu
Ava McTamney-Prexta
Hannah Holscher
Dillon LaCorte
JoAnn Onente
Grace Kanary
Abraham Elmir
Adrienne Popeika
Sonny Pastore
Megan Curling
Stephanie Gerdung
Elyza Dolby
Aimee Dion†
George and Zoe Malouf
Bridget Barry†
Nichole Calle
Enhanced Floors Atlanta

† Former Jesuit Volunteer
Our new initiative offers you, the donor, more ways to think about your giving and is transparent because it now makes your giving history and information on file accessible to you whenever you want it.

We would like this to be a powerful, positive and engaging experience for you.

SIGN UP TODAY
Text JVC to 26989 or learn more online: bit.ly/jvc-monthly-giving